Part I

Introduction
The most important thing in science is not so much to obtain new facts as to discover new ways of thinking about them.

Sir William Bragg

Bioinorganic photochemistry is a rapidly growing and evolving new interdisciplinary research area integrating inorganic photochemistry with biological, medical, and environmental sciences (Figure 1.1) [1]. The role of light and inorganic species in natural systems and the possibility of their application in artificial systems of medical or environmental importance are in the limelight of bioinorganic photochemistry. From the earliest times humans have been aware of the influence that solar radiation exerts on matter and life; however, it is mainly during the last century that a systematic understanding of this phenomena has been developed [2–9]. Photochemistry of the inorganic species had its contribution in the creation of the world and has played a fundamental role in the evolution of life. Photosynthesis and many photoreactions proceeding in the atmosphere, hydrosphere and soil, involving inorganic species, ensure life on Earth. Bioinorganic solar photochemistry deals with the interaction of sunlight with inorganic matter, which has a huge impact on all forms of life on the Earth from its origin until now.

Sunlight supplies energy to the whole terrestrial environment: atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere and biosphere. The spectral range of sunlight reaching our planet has varied with time. Atmospheric oxygen appeared owing to photosynthesis around 2.7 billion years ago. Atomic oxygen produced by short-wavelength ultraviolet (UV) irradiation (<240 nm) reacted then with molecular dioxygen to form an ozone layer shielding the Earth’s surface from the most harmful UV. Four hundred million years ago the concentration of ozone reached 10% of the present level and allowed living systems to evolve from aquatic to terrestrial life. Today this ozone layer, with a maximum concentration in the stratosphere at 25 km above sea level, absorbs solar UV at wavelengths shorter than 290 nm. The radiation energy effective
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for photobiology lies between 300 and 900 nm. Practically all photobiological behaviour of plants and animals, photosynthesis, phototropism, phototaxis, photoperiodism, and visions utilize this range of radiation [2–4, 10].

Natural photobiochemical processes, as a result of evolution, follow essentially the biologically desirable pathways [11]. In contrast, adventitious photobiochemical processes are likely to follow a multiplicity of pathways and usually find a variety of targets [11]. The mechanisms that underline both types of photoprocesses are highly complex, and their elucidation requires knowledge of the physics of light, the chemistry and structure of a photoacceptor molecule and its microenvironment, as well as physical and chemical processes leading to the final effect. Light is composed of energy packets called photons, which at the same time are energy quanta and bits of information. All the phenomena related to the interaction between light and matter, and the great number of photochemical and photophysical applications in science and technology, can ultimately be traced back to these two aspects of light [12]. Sun is the main light source, but nowadays light can also be provided by various artificial light sources. Introduction of lasers has caused an enormous increase of research on the interaction of light with biomatter [13–15].

The results obtained from the interaction of light with matter depend on the degree of organization of the receiving matter. To be useful for solar energy harvesting, organic synthesis, degradation of pollutants, therapeutic or diagnostic processes, etc the systems activated by light must fulfil various requirements [4, 12, 16–19]. In this context, inorganic photochemistry has recently attracted much attention because it offers feasible solutions [2, 12, 18–36]. Metal ions and other inorganic species can be involved in both natural and adventitious processes. There are numerous systems containing various metal ions and other inorganic species that are flexible enough to drive their photochemistry or photophysics towards desired actions [1, 13, 37, 38].

There is better understanding of the natural systems and phenomena that speeds the design of various molecular devices of medical, biochemical, or environmental importance. Metal complexes exhibit a high level of organization, so they
are quite useful as components of molecular level photochemical devices. Moreover, a variety of transition metal-based supramolecular systems, or heterogeneous nanoassemblies supplemented with transition metal compounds, can be carefully designed to perform desired functions such as energy conversion, molecular sensing, labelling, switching, catalysis, etc [16, 17, 20, 29, 39–44]. Photochemical or photophysical processes induced by sunlight or artificial light sources are often damaging to biological systems, especially when suitable photoprotective mechanisms are absent or insufficient – typical examples are photocarcinogenesis and the photoinduced generation of pollutants. In many cases it is possible to take advantage of the damaging action of light to obtain beneficial effects. Achieving this goal requires a detailed knowledge of the mechanisms involved in a given photoprocess, so that their progress can be strictly controlled and intermediates and ultimate actions directed towards defined targets.

Photochemistry is the chemistry of excited electronic states. The change in electron distribution caused by photon absorption can cause substantial modifications in the chemical and physical properties of a molecule. Among these properties the energy, molecular geometries, polarizability, dipole and magnetic moments, and related redox and acid-based properties can change on passing to excited states [44]. Over the past decades inorganic photochemistry, which extends from simple Werner transition-metal complexes through supramolecular and multimetallic systems to homogeneous and heterogeneous nanoassemblies, has attracted increasing interest in various fields of science and technology, including bioscience and biotechnology [2–4, 11, 12, 16–36, 45–62]. One of the tremendous advantages of photochemical activation of transition-metal complexes is the generation of electronic excited states with moderate energy consumption. Transition-metal complexes distinguish themselves from organic compounds by both the number of accessible electronic excited states and their spin multiplicity. Consequently, depending on the wavelength (energy) of irradiation, optical excitation leads to various electronic excited states of different reactivity. In some favourable circumstances this behaviour allows tuning of photochemical reactivity and switching between various pathways such as electron transfer (preferably due to the population of diverse charge transfer states – CT), dissociation/substitution/rearrangement reactions (caused by excited metal-centred states – MC), and ligand-centred reactivity caused by the population of intraligand states (ligand centred – LC).

The great variety of available electronic excited states may be used for photogeneration of coordinatively unsaturated species, transition-metal compounds with changed formal oxidation numbers, as well as free ligands and ligand radicals. Such species generated photochemically not only can take part in stoichiometric processes but also open new pathways into both light-induced catalytic reactions and chain processes [21, 52]. Two limiting cases of photocatalysis, photoinduced catalytic and photoassisted reactions, can be distinguished. Photoinduced catalysis is the photogeneration of a catalyst that subsequently promotes a catalyzed reaction. Photoassisted reactions enable conversion of solar energy into useful energy. The activation of transition-metal complexes by visible and UV light provides definite advantages compared with the usual thermal activation. Catalysts usually have unique properties and are generated with high selectivity. The strategic synthetic
design of transition-metal complexes or organometallic compounds, as well as the choice of the irradiation wavelength (ligand field, charge transfer, and intraligand excitation), allows modelling of photoinduced catalytic or photoassisted reactions. Photocatalytic reactions can be carried out at ambient temperature and pressure. To utilize the broadband solar energy spectrum it is necessary to involve some spectral sensitization [21, 52].

Application of inorganic photophysics generates challenging new areas in biotechnology. Optical and, especially, fluorescence spectroscopy are widely used research tools in biochemistry, molecular biology, and environmental studies [31, 63]. Fluorescence has also become the dominant method enabling the revolution in medical diagnostics, DNA sequencing, and genomics. To date, all fluorescence observables, including spectral shifts, anisotropies, quantum yields, and lifetimes, have found both scientific and analytical applications [31]. New opportunities in fluorescence and radiation decay engineering, eg modification of fluorophore emissions by changing non-radiation decay rates has been described [32]. Transition-metal complexes have many potential advantages including numerous excited states of long lifetimes and high luminescence quantum yields [32, 33, 58–60, 64]. Luminescent polynuclear transition-metal complexes containing multichromophoric ligands with extended conjugation have been extensively studied in recent years, partly because of their potential use as sensors, labels, and probes in (bio)chemical systems [13, 35, 58, 65–70]. Many of them are easily excited by visible light with low-cost light-emitting diodes (LEDs) or inexpensive diode lasers. They show large spectral shifts between the excitation and emission bands that minimize the difficulty of isolating the excitation and emission wavelengths. Long lifetimes allow efficient time discrimination from the ubiquitous background fluorescence. Importantly, the longer lifetimes also allow the excited state ample time to sample its environment, making these materials particularly sensitive reporters [27, 33, 59, 60].

Supramolecular systems are constituted of a number of discrete molecular components with definite individual properties held together by various interactions. In natural systems the molecular components are frequently assembled by intermolecular forces (hydrogen bonds, donor–acceptor interactions, van der Waals’ forces, etc), whereas in artificial systems covalent or coordination bonds are used to achieve a better control of the supramolecular structure [12, 16, 30, 40, 42, 56, 71–73]. Supramolecular systems began the concept of molecular devices, assemblies of molecular components designed to achieve specific functions, such as photoinduced electron and energy transfer in solar energy conversion, electron collection, photosensitization, antenna effect, photoswitching of electric signals, light-energy conversion, and photoinduced structural changes in switch on/off applications (photoisomerizable systems, molecular wires, and sensors) [12, 16, 17, 21, 29, 71].

The development of supramolecular chemistry has allowed construction of structurally organized and functionally integrated chemical systems capable of elaborating energy and information input photons so that they can perform complex functions [40, 41, 72, 74–83]. Over the past decade research on transition metal supramolecular systems has experienced extraordinary progress. In terms of bonding strength, the moderate coordination bonds between transition metals and ligands
are between strong covalent bonding in carbon-based systems and weak interactions in biological systems. Some advantages of employing transition metals to build supramolecular systems include the following [30, 44, 58, 84]:

- Involvement of $d$ orbitals, which offer more bonding modes and geometric symmetries than simple organic molecules
- A range of electronic and steric properties that can be fine-tuned by employing various ancillary ligands
- Easily modified size of the desired supermolecules by utilizing various lengths of bridging ligands
- Incorporation of their distinct spectral, magnetic, redox, photophysical, and photochemical properties.

Moreover, the diverse bonding angles imported by the transition-metal centres and the high directionality of the bonding between the ligands and metals also provide superior features over weak electrostatic, van der Waals’, and π–π interactions. Another interesting aspect is that thermodynamically driven spontaneous self-assembly of individual molecular components into well-defined molecular structures in solution is expected to be rather similar for both coordination chemistry and biology, and this enables transition metal complexes to be valuable mimics of the more complicated biological systems [58, 71].

Recently, nanoscience and nanotechnology, which involve research on materials and species at length scales between 1 to 100 nm, have been revolutionizing important areas in environmental protection and biomedical photonics, especially diagnostics and therapy at the molecular levels [13, 16, 85–87]. The combination of photonics and nanotechnology has already led to new generation of methods and devices for probing the cell machinery and elucidating intimate life processes occurring at the molecular level. This will open the possibility of detecting and manipulating atoms and molecules using nanodevices, which have the potential for a wide variety of medical uses at the cellular level.

Colloidal-metal nanoparticles have found use in biology and medicine in the last 20 years, but semiconductor nanocrystals have only recently been used for biological labelling [13, 88–90].

A great trend in biotechnology is the development of multiplex sensing and ultrasensitive imaging technologies for the rapid molecular profiling of cells, tissues, and organs. These probes are traditionally based on organic dyes conjugated to biomolecules. As a result of their complex molecular structures, however, organic fluorophores often exhibit unfavourable absorption and emission properties such as photobleaching, environmental quenching, broad and asymmetric emission spectra, and the inability to emit various colours at a single wavelength excitation. These problems can be overcome by exploiting the unique optical properties of metal and semiconductor nanoparticles. The ongoing research attempts on bio-conjugation of quantum dots to peptides, proteins, oligonucleotides and other biomolecules have demonstrated their applications in assembling new materials, in homogeneous bioassays, and multicolour fluorescence imaging and detection [13, 88, 91–93].
Nanostructured materials offer many new opportunities to study fundamental processes in a controlled manner, and this in turn leads to fabrication of numerous photonic and optoelectronic devices [13, 16, 17, 87, 94–98]. The design of photochemical molecular devices requires the ability to organize molecules on a nanometric scale with the fine control of their arrangement/distribution, mobility, and spectral and redox properties. Several types of heterogeneous multiphase systems have been proposed and tested. Mesoporous membrane-type films with a large surface area can be prepared from nanosized colloidal semiconductor dispersions. Nanocrystalline oxide or chalcogenide semiconductor thin films and particles such as TiO$_2$, ZnO, ZnS, CdS, and CdSe have been used for that purpose [13, 17, 85, 99, 100]. By suitable molecular engineering the metal complexes can be readily attached to the surface. These films with anchored photoactive complexes find increasing use in energy-conversion devices such as optical sensors [17, 54, 55]. For biophotonic applications the photoactive component has to meet several stringent requirements: the first is the intensity and spectral range of light absorption in the UV, visible, and near-infrared (IR) regions; the second is tunability of the absorption band; the third are photophysical properties: types and number of accessible excited states and their lifetimes and quantum yields of radiative and non-radiative decays; and the fourth are redox properties of the ground and excited states. For redox sensitizers or redox mediators there are further requirements of stability of both the redox forms and the reversibility of the redox processes. The interaction with biomatter is of primary importance. In all cases transition-metal complexes with polypyridines or polypyrrolic macrocycles as ligands come out clearly as the sensitizers of preferred choice [1, 13, 17].

Some specific aspects of light and inorganic compound interactions in bioscience and biotechnology have been reviewed [1, 12, 19, 22–28, 32–34, 36, 58–60]. Future perspectives of bioinorganic photochemistry will depend on both development of bioinorganic solar photochemistry and progress in understanding, as well as application of artificial light interaction with biomatter.
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